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Policies to Promote Broadband Services

Types of Broadband Connections
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Broadband ：FTTH, Cable Internet, FWA, BWA, LTE, and 5G
(In cases of Cable Internet, FWA and BWA,
limited to downstream transmission speeds of 30Mbps or more)

Broadband
Fixed Communication

FTTH

Cable
Internet

Mobile Communication

FWA

(Fixed Wireless Access)

(Coaxial cable)

(≥30Mbps)

(≥30Mbps)

5G, LTE

BWA

(Broadband Wireless
Access)

(≥30Mbps)

Broadband Penetration in Japan (As of the end of March 2020)

Number of uncovered households: 250,000
Fixed Broadband

Number of total households (nationwide): 58.03 Million
Penetration rate: 99.6%
* For FTTH services, 0.53 million households are not covered. This is
equivalent to coverage of 99.1%.

Number of uncovered population: 130,000
Mobile Broadband

Number of total population (nationwide): 127.80 Million
Penetration rate : 99.9%
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Bridging the Digital Divide
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 In principle, private companies have installed optical fibers in urban areas where profitable.
On the other hand, in rural areas like in the mountains and remote islands, where it is not
profitable, the central government has supported installation projects by local governments.
 The number of FTTH-unavailable households is 0.53 million as of March 2020.
 Land-based obstacles and low population density cause difficulties in implementation of
FTTH services.
The number of FTTH-unavailable households
3,000,000

Number of FTTH-unavailable households, classified
by regional characteristics (partially duplicated)
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Number of total households: 58.03 Million

Depopulated areas in Japan:
Just 8.6% of the entire population
But 60% of the national territory

Role-sharing between the Central Government, Local Governments, and the Private Sector
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Private Sector
In principle, the private sector plays a leading role in digital
network development.
Cooperation

Cooperation

Local Governments

Central Government
The central government takes legislative
and financial measures for:
■ Encouraging fair competition between
private companies.
■ Bridging the digital divide according to
region, generation, handicap and other
constraints

Cooperation

Local governments will develop and
implement measures which reflect local
features.

Budgetary Support for Rural / Remote Areas
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Because municipals in rural areas usually have poor financial capabilities,
the Central Government offers subsidies for part of installation costs
when a local government or a telecom carrier deploys an optical fiber
network in a rural or remote area.
i. Project entity: Local governments, and telecom carriers
ii. Target areas: Disadvantageous areas
(Depopulated areas, mountainous areas, peninsulas, remote islands,
and areas with heavy snowfall, etc.)
iii. Subsidy: Installation cost for optical fiber
Sample
Telecom
building

Mountainous area

Mainland

Submarine cable

Remote island

Total Subsidy Expenditure for Deployment of Regional Telecommunications Networks
Total 256 billion JPY
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Universalization of Broadband Services

The Necessity for Broadband to Enable Services such as Telework, Tele-education, and Telemedicine
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 Society 5.0, the future society that Japan is aiming for, is expected to realize flexible ways of working and living that are not
restricted by location or time.
 In addition, in order to effectively cope with COVID-19, it is necessary to establish a "new daily life" that enables the sustainable
implementation of socioeconomic activities without assuming face-to-face contact.
 Telework, tele-education, and telemedicine are expected to play an essential role to achieve the above, and these services are
based on the premise that an environment* exists in which high-speed data communications can be carried out in real-time
and in both directions at all times.
* Wired broadband is essential to ensure a sufficient environment for continuous and stable use of telework, tele-education,
telemedicine, and other services.

Telework
offices
satellite
offices

homes
other
places

Telework: A combination of the words “tele” and “work.”

Tele-education

Telemedicine

Online medical
services

Hospitals

Patients

Increasing Need for Broadband Services
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 Approximately 80% of telework, web conferencing, and online learning started to be
used as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic.
 Food delivery, video distribution, and health management services, which have been
in widespread use before the COVID-19 pandemic, have also become more
widespread.
Q2: When did you start using the web services which you currently use?
After the first declaration of a state of emergency and before the second
declaration (July to December 2020)
Under the second declaration of a state of emergency (from January 2021)

Before the COVID-19 pandemic (before January 2020)
After the COVID-19 pandemic, under the first declaration of a state of emergency
(around January to June 2020)

Telework (N=368)
Web conferencing (use in work/study) (N=531)

18%

Web conferencing (for private use outside of work or study) (N=250)

18%

↑The corona disaster triggered the spread
of the above.
↓ Spread from before

Online learning (N=305)

67%

Administrative services (those that are electronic)
(N=283)

5%

8%

5%

7%

89%

2%

1%

75%

Health management (using apps or websites) (N=405)

74%

7%

15%

9%

12%
84%

8%

9%

15%

68%

4%

10%

24%

62%

Video distribution services (paid ones such as Netflix) (N=840)

Cashless payment (except for credit cards and the like) (N=1293)

10%
63%

24%

4%
4%

9%

69%

E-commerce (Amazon, online supermarket, etc.)
(N=806)
Food delivery service (N=364)

8%

69%

20%

9%

3%
4%

5% 3%

Challenges in Maintaining and Developing Wired Broadband (FTTH)
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 The profitability of local operators, which are important players of wired broadband services in rural areas, is deteriorating
due to reasons such as a decrease in the number of users caused by the progress of population decline. If the population
decline progresses further in the future, it may become difficult to maintain wired broadband services in rural areas.
 In recent years, proactive development using supplementary budgets has made progress in eliminating areas without wired
broadband service, but there are still approximately 170,000 households without FTTH service (estimated as of March 31, 2022). One of
the main reasons for no FTTH services is the concern about the maintenance sustainability of the area after the development.
Household coverage of FTTH nationwide
(Estimated at the end of March each year)
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98.3%

(Uncovered
households : 980,000)

2021.３

99.3%

(Uncovered
households : 390,000)

FY 2020 supplementary budget
subsidies of approximately
434 Million USD

2020.3

99.1%

(Uncovered
households : 530,000)

2022.3（estimated）

99.7%

(Uncovered
households : 170,000)

Aiming for 99.9%
by the end of FY2027

In order to further reduce the number of uncovered areas,
it is necessary to eliminate concerns about the cost of the
maintenance after the development.

Study Group on the Ideal State of Broadband Infrastructure
Matters to be discussed
1.What points should be kept in mind when considering universal service in the
telecommunications field?
2.If a broadband service is positioned as a universal service, what should we think about
the following matters?





Broadband content (quality level, price level, etc.)
Providing entities
Subject to compensation by subsidy
How the burden of the subsidy should be borne

2020

2021

April

September

April 3

February

Sep. 28

・・・
1st

2022
March

Feb. 2

March 4

18th
Final
Report

The Act Partially
Amending the TBA
submitted to the
Japanese 208th Diet
Session

June
June 13

・・・
14th
Intermediate
Report

The Act Partially
Amending the TBA
was approved
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Universal Services for Telephones under the Current Telecommunications Business Act 13
 NTT (Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation) and its regional subsidiaries, “NTT East” and “NTT
West”, are obligated to contribute to the securement of appropriate, fair, and stable provision of
nationwide telephone services which are indispensable to the lives of people.

Universal Service Fund

Applicable Service

To cover part of the deficit for sustaining
universal services.
Fixed
Telephone

Public
Emergency
Telephone
Call

Defrayers
Cellular
Operators

Beneficiaries

Fixed Telephone
Operators

Share of the Expenses
*Mobile and broadband services are not included.

Approximately
0.015USD

Fund

Approximately
50 Million USD

(per Month)
(per Telephone
Number)

(per Year)

* 1USD = 135JPY
* NTT EAST & WEST have a deficit of approximately 475 Million USD from sustaining universal services.

Outline of the Act Partially Amending the Telecommunications Business Act in 2022 14
Impose following obligations to ensure smooth provision of telecom services and to protect user’s interests.
Ensuring ICT infrastructure
 Growth in broadband services subscribers.
 "maintenance" has become increasingly
important in addition to “development".
 Increased usage of digital applications
(e.g. telework, tele-education) triggered by
countermeasures for COVID-19.

Safe, secure, and reliable
telecom services/networks
 Increased risk of information leakage and
improper data handling, as services using
ICT have been diversified and globalized.
 Proper data handling by operators is
getting more essential.

 Establish a subsidy (fund)
system to ensure stable provision
of broadband in unprofitable areas
by including certain broadband
services as universal services.

 Require large-scale telecom
carriers(*) to properly handle
user information they obtain.

 Impose obligations to universal
telecom service supplier:

 Require those operating
telecommunication businesses
to notify its users in advance
when to conduct transmission
instructions to transmit user’s
information to the external party.

e.g. to establish and notify general
conditions of contracts; limiting the case
when the supplier can refuse service
provision.

* Large-scale search engines or SNS
shall also be subject to it.

Establishing a fair
competitive environment
in telecom market
 The rates for wholesale services using
designated facilities are pointed out to be
high for many years despite they are
offered broadly to carriers.
 Migration of fixed-line telephone services
from traditional network to IP network is
scheduled to be completed by Jan 2025.

 Impose obligations to wholesale
service suppliers to ensure
negotiations are appropriate:
e.g. limiting the case when the supplier
can refuse service provision; to present
info including wholesale rate calculations
method to other suppliers.

 Review the area for calculating the
share of subscriber lines.

Outline of the New Fund for Broadband Services
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 In order to make wired broadband services, which are essential for using services such as telework, tele-education, and
telemedicine, available anywhere in Japan in principle, wired broadband services would be added as a new category of
“telecommunications services that are to be provided nationwide due to their indispensability to the lives of the people” under the
Telecommunications Business Act.
 A new fund would be established, funded by contributions from broadband service operators nationwide.
Specifically, it would
(1) Support for maintenance costs of wired broadband services in unprofitable areas (limited to businesses with deficits).
(2) Support for maintenance costs of wired broadband services after newly developing uncovered areas.

Applicable Service
Wired Broadband Services
（FTTH、CATV(HFC*)）

New Fund for Broadband Services
Defrayers
Wired
Broadband
Services
Operators

Beneficiaries

Mobile
Broadband
Services
Operators

Wired Broadband
Services Operators
who play at unprofitable areas

※Hybrid fiber-coaxial

*Mobile broadband services are not included.

Share of the Expenses

Fund

Approximately
0.06USD

Approximately
170 Million USD

(per Month)
(per Number of Subscribers)

(per Year)

（Current Estimate

（Current Estimate

(not determined yet))

(not determined yet))
* 1USD = 135JPY

Schedule
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(The Act Partially Amending the Telecommunications Business Act in 2022)

Approved in the Japanese 208th Diet Session: June 13, 2022
Promulgated: June 17, 2022
Come into effect: by June 16, 2023*
(*the date will be specified by Cabinet Order later.)
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Masashi Nakagawa,
Deputy Director, Telecommunications Policy Division,
MIC, Japan
E-mail: m3.nakagawa@soumu.go.jp

